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If, I understand my assignment today,-it is to articulate

my perCeption of the "Role and Responsibility ofInduitry in

the Professional Development of Vocational Educators," A

proper treatment of that topic requires an understanding of the

current interests of industry in trainii, and educa.aon. The

motivation for industry results from 'business need for human

respUice development. The development of human resources

has been actively pursued'in this country for a number of

years. As late as 1955 we learned that more than one-fifth

of the growth in our. GNP was attributed to education and

training.

The concern is reflected in the phenomenal growth of in-

house education within industry. The private .sector through an

ever increasing number of in-house education programs has

become a'significant part of the nation's education system.

This involvement in education and training results from a

business need to improve the performanceof employees in their

present jobs and to maintain competency in the face of changing

technology. Changes in technology and the labor market are

occuring at such a rapid pace that it emphasiczes,the-need,,to

anticipate future manpower needs and employment patterns. The

rational for, industry involvement and the interests of educators

in professional development results from a commonality of

interests. The compelling conclusion is that not only do

need one another, but' in

we.nurture one another.

are part of a cii.



According to a 1975 survey of 610 companies by the

Conference Board, the projections indicate that the nation's.,.,,,

7500 largest companies spend more than $1.6 billion annually

on in-house education. This independent research organization's

figures dijd not include .a $220 million expenditure for tuition

refund programs and $180 million Cor other outside courses

taken by employees. A spot check of companies surveyed indidated

a rise in spending in 1977. It is estimated that 3.7 million

of 32 million employees working for major corporations were

taking in-house courses during working hours. What we observe
o

happening id industry is a legitimate response to the learning

needs of employees.

However, what education and industry are doing seadom

bears any relationship to what is needed--comprehensive

educational process which embodies the acquisition of updated

'skills by occupational teachers.

An increasing amount-of attention is being fOcused pn the

"Role of Industry in Education" and the linkage of education

and the world of work in preparation of youth for a productive

role in work and society. There is a little doubt that if

properly implemented such linkages can result in mutual

benefits, yet it is amazing that so little attention has been

given to the educators' need, to define a role for industry'in

the professional development of vocational educators. The

extensive network of advisory councils for vocational educatiori

has seemingly\not addressed this question. I would suggest

that they Are not structured to.respond to o-the need, though
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they have served, well the current needs of occupational education

programs through the involvement of businessmen and industrialists

working with educators to identify local goals and objectives.

One of the primary reasons that an industry-education

partnership, which could result'in the professional develop-

ment of occupational teachers has not occurred is due to the

lack of an administrative structure for in-service education

and/or internship opportunities for vocational teachers,

The need exists for an administrative structure that facilitates

in-service education with planning to identify participants,

determine the individual objectives and work stations, to

supervise work experience and to arrange for academic credit.

Local school district administratix:s must agree to. provide

released time for teachers from their normal, teaching duties and

business must be willing to provide work experience.

It is in the interest of industry to participate in the

structuring of a process for teacher training, so that the

realities of business are fully perceived by teachers. In

the pursuit of this objective, it is essential that we make

available our people and resources as asp.-integral part of

the process. The purpose of this relationship is -o make

the efforts of the schools which train students for careers,

more concrete and realistic.

If educators and industry are serious in their concern

that teachers should fulfil L a more informed role in the

transition of their pupils from school to work, they must

provide the resources necessary to allow teacherd the time and
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the means to incKease thej,x understanding and experience of

the world-of work during their teaching Career's. It is-

.recognized 'that in some school districts there will be

diffi=lty in gaining administrative approval fc:i released

time, as is the,case with in-service credits. Industry has

a responsibility to explore the prospects for mutual benefits

to be derived frOm ,partidipation in the establishment of an

integrated system of in-service training, if we are serious

about contributing to an upgrading of teacher competencies.

In this era 'of rapid changes in business/industry, occupa-

tional education teachers are in a dilemma as to how to stay

relevant. Industrial techniques change The skills required

to complete various tasks become more complex. Awareness of

these changes is impossible if there is no precise system yor

dissemination of information or acquisition of new siting.

Having recognized the need, we must determine that process which

will'providethe strongest organizational mechanism needed to

mobilize the private sector and define an explicit role for the

involvement of both businese and education organizations. Most

of tree information about job processe6 or the learning of new

skills can only be obtained in a job-situation. This raises

grave concerns in terms of the '' "'validity of curriculum designs

which are currently being touted as tools, to prepare students

for their future. The provider of such toolsoAackr,, the

perspective and ability to conceptualize future realities and

career opportunifiee.--In-service professional education

beyond thebachelor degree, designed to provide broad



occupational experiences for vocational teachers is a

responsibility industry should consider. Keeping abreast of

knowledge in the field does not assume understanding of the

practical application of this knowledge in employment situations.
3

The educator must have the ability to, use and understand

theory and the practical methods. It is equally important that

the teacher understands the organizational structure of business%

The questiore-Nis pow to provide comprehensive programs to

achieve the goal-of quality prgfessional development for

teachers.

The most iMportanticontribution industry could make to

the professional development of teachers would be the use of

resource personnel and training facilities.for jointly

sponsored in-service programs. That-is something industry is

capable of .doing and quite well. 0

There are as many reasons for employers' participation in

work experience programs for teachers as there are employers

-willing to participate. Some employers recognize an obligation

to contribute to education _others are motivated by public

relations and others are. influenced by strong appeal ftom

buSiness/indUstry trade associations and others by the possibility

of getting better trained employees. Industry is more than

willing ,to be a part of the system which: will assure such

development. Expanded private-sector efforts in teacher training

should _not_belimited--to-7-large---oorporate employers but should

take advantage of theexistence of many small businesses. No firm

.should be asked to make special efforts if it would jeopardEze

its efficienOys



A major problem seems to be A lack of communication. Can

the_communication schismhbetWeen business and education be

forged to attain maximum potential for an evaluation of

teacher needs and the role industry might assume in teacher

training. Educators complain about the lack of assistance from

business and industry, while simultaneously business and

industry lament as to the ineffoctive preparation of students

en zering the world of work.

Can the communication sChism-between the two groups be
- . --

for9ed to attain maximum potential for teacher training?

Questions to be resolved are substantial. Who has the

responsibility for the continuing edUcation of vocational

teachers? Who is responsible for providing the .resources and

training for the upgrading of teacher skills? How far-reaching

is the responsibility? In terms of educating the customer,'

there have been concrete examples of business and education

working together. AT&T has experienced many instances where

the educational system has responded. to the telephone company

by structuring various programs in tetphone usage based on
.

,

teaching aid materials supplied by AT&T. The fact that AT&T

has over two hundred people working with educators and t:hat

over thirty million pupils were reached in the past year are

indeed basic indicators that progress in communication between

the two groups is occurring.
0

The concept of education'serving as a provider of experiences

which will structure success in the world of work for the

student is indeed a worthy one.



However, an inherent problem Arises immediately. Who

in our educational institutions understands just what it is

that the student will need for success? In other words,

ourour educators themselves knowledgeable enough abbut'the

American business system to allow them to plan for successful

collaboration with business and industry? Unfortunately the

answer is an emphatic "NO ". Teachers are ignorant of economic

concepts .and practices which govern sound business practices.

As a group they're nOt.alone. Studies have shown that people

who don't have a. factual knowledge of business, have a lot./

odinion-of business and that 80% of adAlts nationally have

little knowledge of economic-education andsthe practical application

of concepts and principles.
, 4

_If we are concerned about increasing business inputs in
4

teacher professional development, then we must be able to
.

identify those issues which are of prime conceia_to businessmen.
A

This exercise will inevitably lead to the development _of a

strategy for increased business involvement in the educational '

process. A description of the.Cyanamid experience with a

teacher professional development model, which addressed a

major concern of top management might serve as an example for

the successful development of a strategy, to bridge the

communications gap.

"Economics in the Classroom," a seminar series for teachers

has proved to: be an effective vehicle for combining the

-resources .of the public schools, business/industry, organized



( labor; state and local community organizations, teacher organic'
_

-nations and local'colleges and pniversities in a combined effOrt

aimed at increasing teachers economic- understanding. The

.bobjectiveg being tei strengthen instructional practices,

improve teacher understanding of the Americah economy and

acquaint teachers with economic education materials. The

listing of basic economic concepts covered in the course

vtis developed by the Joint Council on Economic Education in

cooperation with the American Economic Association Committee

on Economic Education. The series consists of 15 two-hour

wee;Cy meetings in a classroom provided by the participating

-A

school district.

How is the program implemented? The initiative is taken

by a local plant manager to organize meeting with potential

local participants, inclUding representatives of the Joint

COuncil on Economic Education, state affiliates of the teacher '

association, Boad of Education local college or university

personnel and local business organizationS.

The specific role of county and local teacher associations

should bt to. assist in, program planning and in. providing access

to their communication network to disseminate information

.conze7ning-thePtOgram-and its availability.
g _

.

The superintendent of schools has multiple responsibilities.

A.. To communicate program information and distribute
registration forms.

List.the prpgram as a profession31 development offering.



'Designate a. coordinator of Staff development to -
io cooperate with the sponsoring group in planning for7-_-
follow -up Visits to teachers to assist ini,the incorpor'

*.-
ation-of-new knowledge into the curriculum.

The local Industry/Education Council, or-otherlbcal group
° Oct

has the following responsibilities;

A. Vorks.directly,with the business 7epresentatA.ves Ind
others in implementimg the program.

B. designs classroom follow-up procedures with the
Superintendent's office'and teacher organizations

C. Is the recipient and the administrator of funds
from participating companies.

Business organizations, such as the local Chamber of-

Commerce, publicize the effort within the businesicommunity.

The successful formdla used for the design and.imple,

mentation of the "Economics in the Classroom," proiessional
c , . I

development series for teachers might be applkableas a
. ,

. a
- -.model for structuring a professional development program for

.
.

,

vocational teachers. The key element is the responsibilities

of the groups compkising the Steering Committee.

A Steering Committee composed of representatives from the

Board of Education,.participating companies, State Division

of Vocational and Technical Educa'tion, teacher organizations;

irld,the Industry-Education/cotmoil would determtne specific guide-
.

lines for plwmm implementation of the concept of-.-occupaticinal

teachers.continuing their.professional growth through periodic

structured programs of in- service -work experiences.
i .

The CoMmittee Would determine work experience needs,

.identifywork-stationai:COntact and -' cia)ce agreements with

employer'
.

-,for pianned-experiences. The'expetedoutcomes
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4

w4j1 be a better understanding of the teacher's field, foster new
relationahips with busin-ess/industry personnel, and demonstrate

(how these experiencet
couldzbeapplied in the classrbom---V

4Kistrtiction, ,useAof businessjinduscry contacts as speaker's,/
and for plant tours.

The Division of Vocditional and .Technil I Education
would continue to provide leadership and support for greater
- participation' of teachers in the in-service work.euerience
programs.

.

.

.._Vastly expanded and highly innovative, schemes for
colldcting and perfecting job market requirements must-be 'NI

developed at local, state and national levels._ The success
of these occupational datasystems depend upon the participation

,of, the private sector, which has 'a vital stake in the range
ard relevance of vocational education.

The failure of youth to identify and pursue rewarding
career.goAls is costly tosociety both economica*y and socially..

f.
c..N._

. -

Znadequately!,prepared job applicants and rapid job turnover
'are a dkain on productiviity.

6 .Tre field. of placement must be re-examined, and a close
working relationship established kletweeri industry personnel

Ak- I
-

people and teachers respon forr the . placement of students.v, 1

.,There istheineed.for,Adustry workahops to prepare
P

<

i7teachers-to-functidn as school based placement persons.
05

11,*The support for planned worgrexpeience as, a cilomponent

of .fn-service_teacher educatio is often notconsidered by
teache;s,_local .:dmikistratori or the public. The impiementation



and continuous support of prograMs of in-service work experience

for a broad spectrum of vocational teacher personnel has not been

realized as an e:.ement in the development of professional staff

who are knoWledgeable concerning the current stateof business/

industryThe literature contains many atements that lend

'Support to the concept. of planned work experiences

writing in "The Assumptions Underlying In-
.

Service Vocat.lonal Teacher'Education Programs" describes ten

assumptions,Oplicit in the upgrading of vocational educators.

The first assumption emphasized the' need for in-service
_ r;-

education.

It is imperative thit vocational educators continue to

improve their performance and to'keep up -to -date in:

(A) the discipline(s) which provide the subject matter, the
o

basic knowledge for an occupation, (8) the occupational field

which'is the source of the skills, procedures, and knowledge

for occupational education, and IC) new educational processes,

and methods derived from current research and experimentation.

Work experience is desirable for adequate content

"presentation in the classroom.

What kind of in-serv!.ce training and!. educati6n does the

private sector do best? What kinds are best done by the

universities? Who is to pay the tremendous -cost. of providing

the training and-what incentives are needed to encourage and

stimulate the fullest response to these learning needs? As

great 4s our resources are in both the private and public sectors,

these resources are nonetheless limited.



One bf the questions you must concern yourself with in

this conference is that we dd not have at our disposal an

instrument by which the primary parties education and industry--
/ .

can react and discuss V agenda of priorities. We lack a vehicle

whereby matters of importance can be discussed deliberate4y

and with authority at the local level. Central to the success

of a collaborative relationship involving industry is the,.

local plant manager. Some of his concerns include the:local.

business;climate, the flow of newly hired employees,.the

quality of local eduCational institutions and the interests

of local.business.organizations.

A characterisic of business enterprises as they are
P.

organized today which must be understood is the near

autonomy of .loCal plant operators. The central office will Only

autelorize corporate involvement in local programming on the

recommendation of the local planf manager. The plant manager

then has the responsibility for allocating local staff time

and taking4the initiative-to implement the program. Another

important consideration relative 'to available options of

i'oc3Y plant management is, the budgetary constraint under

which he operates and the limited discreti:mary funding
_

.

available to-him.

The ideal time for submitting proposals which require

funding is June 1 if this request is to be included in-the

local manager's budiet recommendAtions for the following year,-__

Of equal importance is the role ofethe local teachers'

association. Since the majority of the 2.5 million teachers

12
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in this country are represented by teacher organizations their

active involvement in the planning of teacher profesSional

development programs is critical to the success of these

efforts. It has been our experience that these organizations

are interested in establishing a working relationship with

industry and willing.t8-provide professional advice.. Such a

collaboration resulting from common interest provides immediate

access to an established network for effective communication

with-the local teacher population. Though the negotiations and

bargaining interests of these organizations should not and

must not be a concern of industry, the professional development

interests are of mutual concern.

'Educators must take the initiative in acquainting business/

industry with the needs of teachers. The advances in

technology and the continuing education needs of an aging

teaching population are adequate Incentives for the teacher
1.

professional organizations to aggressively address,the problem
*

of deficiencies in professional development irogramming.

If the participation of industry is critical to the

success of that programming, these organizations have a

responsibilit r perception of the role

of industry in that educational process and to seek the

cooperation of industry..

There must be learning_on all sides; no one group has_the

answer,and to design,valid programs

alone. The time has.come for plann4ng in a Vacuum to cease;.

13



the time has come to put aside parochial concerns and to

open the windows to the real world as it-exists today and as

it will exist tomorrow. While tours, field trips, and access

to community resource/peopre are useful, and necessary

activities, staff development is the critical need and the

key to development of an informed group of occupational

teachers. The private sector should play a direct role in

the design Of the program hosting some of the conferences,

proNiiding instructional personnel and facilities, and assisting

in the evaluation of the traini%g.


